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SCOPE
The central theme of this review is the scientific analysis of image-based information
for forensic science applications. Clearly, there is a strong link with other
technologies, such as image capture, information technology and digital evidence,
and these closely related technologies are considered where they either indicate a
trend or have an impact on the process of image analysis. Forensic image analysis is
an activity that forms part of most forensic evidential examinations e.g. documents,
handwriting, firearms, shoemarks, fingerprints, etc. But as these evidence types are
considered in the other Interpol reports that form this symposium, this review will
concentrate evidence where the image is the primary evidence type e.g. CCTV,
facial images, crime scene imaging and 3D imaging.
In particular, it is the purpose of this review to communicate the changes in forensic
image analysis techniques that have occurred since the 12th International Forensic
Science Symposium in 1998 by Klasén [1], which provides a benchmark for this
review.
Information for this review has been requested from 246 forensic institutions and
laboratories across the world primarily through a proforma questionnaire. A return
of 30 was achieved with the majority of responses from Europe (see Appendix for
complete list of returning institutions). Additional information has been collated
from a comprehensive survey of published material in this subject since 1998.
SUMMARY
A key result of this latest review is recognition that the analysis and processing of
visual information is a common activity in many areas of forensic science. Such
visual information has traditionally been recorded as photographs or a sequence of
images in the form of analogue video. In 1998 at the 12th Interpol Symposium, Lena
Klasén highlighted the fact that digital still images, digital video and digital
processing were being introduced into the forensic activities. It is reported here that
over the intervening three years this trend has continued apace and today digital
imaging technology has now penetrated almost all areas of forensic science activity.
However, in the main this is largely for specific functions within individual
laboratories, and there is little evidence for fully integrated imaging and image
analysis information technology between different forensic functions at present.
This introduction of digital technology has enabled forensic scientists to do traditional
forensic activities in a new way. For instance, images can be viewed at the crime scene
or laboratory within minutes rather than hours whilst simultaneously making the
images available to other experts via communication links. In addition, continuing
advances in mathematical algorithms and the increasing processing power of
computers has resulted in new hi-tech activities which generate or present a wealth of
information from or about an image once it has been digitised.
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The pace of technology change, has in the main, left many people having to rapidly
consider the implications for their rules of evidence and this is reflected in the lack
of agreed international standards for forensic image management.
Biometric technology still has, for the most part, some way to go before it will be
robust enough for forensic science use although it has considerable application
within the security industry at present.
INTRODUCTION
This review aims to provide a concise representation of the state of image analysis
technology and activity within forensic institutions world-wide by bringing up to date
the last Interpol report on the subject in 1998. As already indicated, the last 3 years has
seen the continuing implementation of digital imaging technologies within forensic
activities. Furthermore, there have also been advances in image processing
technologies applied to such images that now allow data from more than one image to
be combined providing improved data for subsequent analysis.
This review has been structured to reflect two main changes in digital images within
forensic science namely, the emergence of digital imaging as the preferred method
of image capture and the new image analysis technologies that have been introduced
for forensic applications. The final parts of this review consider the ongoing
research, and issues around image management and legislation. Finally, future
developments in this sector are anticipated. A comprehensive listing of publications
is also provided.
IMAGING
Digital Cameras
The dominant image capture technology pre-1998 was traditional photographic and
analogue video-tapes. From the Klasén last review paper [1] and overview of
photography and digital imaging [2] it can be concluded that the digital capture of
images was confined to specialist activities in a handful of forensic institutes. The
most common use of this technology was in digitising analogue video and
fingermarks for further image processing or analysis. Since 1998, the whole of the
forensic science community has either started or is contemplating the introduction
of digital imaging at the crime scene, laboratory and in court [3-17]. This rapid
uptake of technology can be attributed to a couple of dramatic advances. Firstly,
there has been a huge reduction in the cost and secondly, cameras have got smaller
and more user friendly thus, freeing them from specialists and put them into the
reach of the casual user. For instance, in 1998 a video frame grabber such as the
PTech M-Vision cost approximately $3000 compared to $200 in 2001 (e.g. DBS DFG
LC1). A further example in the 3 to 4 Mega-pixel range, such as the Photometrics
CH250 that was not particularly portable and no viewfinder did cost approximately
$30,000 compared with today’s Nikon Coolpix for approximately $1000.
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Accompanying the spread of commodity digital cameras has been the proliferation
of image processing software that allows people to process and print their images.
This software has absorbed sophisticated linear image processing algorithms of the
past and given the consumer the ability to make dramatic changes to their images.
It is this increased awareness of the possibilities of image manipulation by the
general public that has made courts and jurors conscious of the possible misuse of
digital images. Therefore, this widespread consumer use of digital technology has
focused the forensic community on processes and practices that maximises the
integrity of the image.
It is noted that within forensic science the use of digital cameras has not negated the
need for professional photographic skills at image capture and ensuring image
quality output. There is also an increasing requirement for skilled engineers and
computer-vision experts to process images.
It is also recognised that a range of digital camera technology is required to cope
with the imaging demands of forensic science, this is similar to traditional
photography where a photographer would use a range of camera formats, film,
optics and filters. One way of addressing the needs of forensic imaging is to
recognise the various imaging requirements. The following sections identifies four
different uses of images highlighted in the survey:
Note images
Definition: A note image is a fit-for-purpose illustration of the view of interest. †

Figure 1: An example of the type of note taking image which is used as an
illustration of the shirt examined.

†

The definitions used in the following 4 sections for different image types are for the purposes of this
document and do not have any international recognition as standard forensic image types.
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It has emerged that low cost digital cameras e.g. Sony Mavica and Sony Handycam,
are starting to replace the traditional Polaroid photograph for note keeping. It has
been generally found that the resolution, colour matching and compression inherent
with these types of cameras & camcorders is adequate to provide the forensic
scientist with a suitable illustration of the view of interest. The primarily place for
these digital images is during the contemporaneous note taking stage of casework
(Figure 1). In digital form the note taking images could be incorporated into a
database or into an electronic case-file system. This review found no such note
taking image database currently in use within forensic institutions.
Intelligence Images
Definition: An intelligence image is visual information or data for use in the course
of an investigation or series of cases.

Figure 2: An example of an intelligence image. The partial shoemark image
provides information about the make and model of the shoe.

This area of image acquisition has seen the greatest increase in the use of digital
cameras. Intelligence images are not used for evidential purposes, although, they
can provide useful visual information to law enforcement during the course of an
investigation (Figure 2). The quality of the image acquisition is determined by the
operational requirement at the time. However, the main advantage of a digital
intelligence image is the ability to disseminate it rapidly and simultaneously to many
people. Typically, image compression techniques are used to produce practical size
images for transmission. Similar technology as that used for note taking has been
implemented for intelligence image capture as well as digital scanners and mini DV
camcorders.
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Record images
Definition: A record image is a true visual representation of an item or detail that is
likely to be used for interpretation or as an illustration in court.

Figure 3: An example of a record image of a firearm. This type of image is
generally used for court purposes.
These images may be exhibited (typically in an album) as an item to illustrate
something in court and a statement is usually written to cover the item produced
(Figure 3). In some casework the record image is the only remaining evidence as the
original item, packaging, etc. may have been destroyed. The introduction of digital
cameras for record imaging has enabled a faster turn-around of colour-matched
prints. The price of suitable cameras and photographic quality printer (e.g. Fuji
Pictography 4000) is still the prohibitive factor in this forensic activity. In addition, the
resolution characteristic of digital cameras does cause aliasing effects on some detail,
such as fine stripes on shirts. This will of course be depending on field of view and size
of detail. A practical solution to this aliasing problem is the inclusion of anti-aliasing
filters in the camera lens.
The Zurich Canton police have been using the Nikon D1 for the past year and are
generally happy with its performance. In addition, the camera has authentication
software that can determine whether the image has been edited after its original
capture from the camera.
Identification images
Definition: An identification image is a visual representation of data for use in the
process of forming an opinion about whether or not two entities have an identical
source.
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Figure 4: An example of a typical image (Fingermark) used for comparison
In the process of forensic identification the forensic scientist uses the image to a
greater or lesser extent to do some or all of the comparison activities (Figure 4). The
image is often the primary visual representation of the data of interest. It is in this
activity that the true capabilities of digital cameras are being stretched. From the
survey it has been found that the highest resolution camera's e.g.Kodak DCS 660,
Nikon D1 are being used in the capture of fingermark data. However, these cameras
can not resolve the smallest unique details in other evidence (i.e. feathering) in
shoemarks whilst simultaneously capturing the whole area of interest (i.e. whole
shoemark). In the commercial market there are digital backs which can be attached
to medium and large format traditional cameras. These digital backs have superior
resolution characteristics but cost around $40,000. This high cost has prevented
their use within most of the forensic community. A different approach to digitising
large areas at a resolution above 600 dpi has been tested and implemented in a pilot
scheme at the FSS. This approach uses re–engineered flatbed scanner technology
turned upside down to capture marks. The use of scanners and array cameras is
not new for imaging marks, AFIS systems routinely scan in fingerprint details for
searching.
It has been reported in several forensic institutions that they have converted or have
set up special units that only use digital techniques for comparison activities.
However, the actual comparison is still done on hardcopy output. This causes its
own problem as the only practical photographic digital hardcopy output at present
has a maximum output resolution of 400dpi (Fuji Pictography 4000).
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Closed Circuit TeleVision
Closed Circuit TeleVision (CCTV) is a common source images within law
enforcement. These images can be used in any of the four activities described above.
The main difference between CCTV images and other forensic images are that they
are often acquired on non-law enforcement system and as a result the overall
quality of the image is controlled by industry.
The number of CCTV cameras is on the increase and in Britain alone cameras in
public places has passed the 1million, according to industry figures [18]. On an
average day in any big city, an individual could be captured by more than 300
cameras from 30 different CCTV networks. In London, a person is captured on
camera at least every five minutes and in central areas is likely to be watched by
cameras at least half the time (Figure 5). The same sort of figures can now be
expected in other large cities around the world. With this amount of video footage
there is an increasing probability that criminal activity is captured on video.

Figure 5: A typical CCTV image.
Since the last report there has been a growth in the number of organisations
digitising traditional analogue video in order to take advantage of computer vision
and image processing techniques. From the survey there seems to be an unwritten
standard that any image captured from video should be uncompressed and the two
most popular frame grabbers for this process are DBS DFG LC1 and Matrox
Meteor. The DBS frame grabber is a cheap way of digitising good quality images
from video, but is limited by the computer RAM. The Matrox is a more expensive
option but allows large quantity of video to be captured when connected to a disk
array.
An important part of any digitisation technique is to assess the resultant image quality
and apply good practice for digitisation. Ross [19] breaks down the issues of image
quality into five main areas: Resolution, Sharpness, Noise, Linearity and Spatial
distortion and suggests useful experiments to examine the frame grabbers characteristics.
In the area of good practice some good groundwork was presented by Geradts [29] on
real-time digitisation and storage of uncompressed video.
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A more recent emergence in the field of CCTV and surveillance is the use of digital
video. The first generation of digital CCTV systems converted the analogue
electrical signals from cameras or CCD array's into digital data. The image data is
then stored onto a digital medium. The main advantage of the digital medium with
regard to image quality is that it can be replayed and copied without any original
image degradation. However, the main problem with digital CCTV recordings is in
the compression used. At the moment there are no common standards for video
data storage in the CCTV industry. From the review of CCTV the main
compression types being used are JPEG, Wavelet and MPEG. However, there are
in-house techniques being employed as well. In addition to the different compression
techniques there are many methods of encryption and watermarking being
employed. This has lead to a problem in retrieving digitally recorded video within
the forensic environment, as it is not feasible to duplicate the systems in forensic
laboratories. A further difference is that the degree of compression in most cases
produces poorer quality images than traditional analogue systems. The conclusion,
of the CCTV survey was that the cost and lack of standards in the digital CCTV
industry has lead to consumer uncertainty. This is reflected in the current status of
digital technology in the CCTV market place (<5%). It was envisaged that digital
CCTV will become dominate in 3-5 years.
IMAGE PROCESSING
The increase in the use digital image capture has presented greater opportunities for
the application of image processing. The table below identifies the range of
processing that is being applied to forensic digital images:
Image Processing
Technique
Image
enhancement
Image Analysis
Image
Interpretation
Image
Comparison
Pattern
Recognition
Image
Reconstruction

Process Input

Process Output

Example

Image A

Image B

Image

Data

Image

Information

Debluring, contrast
adjustment.
Height measurement,
Speed of car.
Type of car,

> 1 image

Correlation data

Image

Classified Data

Data, Images,
and/or
information

Image
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Image enhancement
Definition, grey scale, and signal-to-noise ratio are fundamental criteria that apply
to all imaging systems. More often than not, an image will require some form of
image processing to improve its appearance for aesthetic reasons, or to improve the
ability to extract data from it. The majority of digital image processing done in the
forensic environment is to improve the aesthetic appearance of the image using
digital tools that replicate photographic processing such as brightness and contrast
changes. Whilst these simple enhancement techniques can sometimes produce
improvements in image detail it should be noted that it can not recover information
that was not recorded.
Single Image Enhancement
The inherent natural of images means that they often require some form of
enhancement to match the appearance of the original scene, improve the aesthetic
appearance of the image, or to extract non-visual data from the image. Digital
image processing is enabling the forensic scientist with a greater range of tools that
are easier to use compared to analogue techniques. The most popular products
being used for this single image enhancement are Image Pro-Plus, Adobe Photoshop
and Corel Photopaint.
More sophisticated and complex spatial filtering operations [20-25] are being
employed to "tease out" and refine visual information. The well-known linear and
non-linear filters (such as low pass, high pass, median filters) reduce or increase the
rate of change that occurs in the intensity transition within an image. The most
common activity that uses these filters is fingerprint analysis where they are used to
enhance ridge details. It must be pointed out that this type of filtering is not new to
forensic science but the usage is more widespread since the digital capture of
images.
Recent developments in non-linear methods allow the simultaneous reduction of
noise levels whilst preserving image sharpness and boasting contrast. Using
classical filters the image would be blurred to reduce the noise or the noise would be
increased when sharpening edges. Techniques using Partial Differential Equations
(PDEs) and coupled non-linear PDEs produce a natural way of efficiently
optimising the image (Figure 6). Depending on the application, one or several of
these have to be achieved in the same or different areas of the images. The use of
filters can not recover information that has not been recorded so in essence they
only use is to make the image detail more aesthetically pleasing.
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(a) Pre-processed
(b) – processed
Figure 6 : The result of a low quality image (a) being processed using a coupled nonlinear PDE (b). Note that the process only makes the image more aesthetically
pleasing (subjective) and does not recover data that has not been recorded.
Multiple Image enhancement
Enhancing single images only allow the operator to process the information
recorded for that image. Therefore, to retrieve the maximum information about an
object captured it has been found that using multiple images provide a more
efficient enhancement or restoration technique. The two main areas where multiple
images are being used in the field of forensic science is to remove unwanted
background from a mark and to enhance image and detail resolution whilst
removing large noise degradation in the image.
The most common image processing technique that uses multiple images is frame
averaging. This technique has been shown to reduce noise levels effectively [26-28]
and is routinely performed in some laboratories [29-30] to attenuate noise incurred
from video and frame-grabbing equipment. The processing of averaging gives the
same result perceived by the eye when a video is played at high speed. It is also
possible from this technique to combine fragmented information present in several
images into one image that contains the information previously spread between
images. Unfortunately, the use of frame averaging is limited to static image content
as any motion has a detrimental effect on the desired outcome. However, multiframe averaging and homomorphic filtering [27] has been used to equalise the
effects of different illumination conditions across an image. This is accomplished by
applying a spatial high-pass filter. By following frame averaging with
homomorphic filtering, it is reported that details obscured by shadows may be
clarified without losing important foreground information.
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It is now possible to generate a high resolution of a moving object from images
(typically, video frames or fields) once they have been digitised. This particular task
is known as frame fusion or frame stabilisation [41a, 41b]. Unlike frame averaging
techniques, frame fusion allows for significant motion and other geometrical
changes in the video (Figure 7). There are two aspects to frame fusion: firstly,
tracking the moving object in order to obtain image correspondence. There have
been several interesting papers on the topic of object tracking with dedicated
software being produced to solve forensic problems [31-32]. The second part of
frame fusion is the modelling of degradation (a combination of motion blur, focus
blur, and discreet sampling) in order to facilitate the restoration. This type of
functionality is only now being taken utilised by forensic establishments because of
it inclusion in commercial image processing package. The most popular package for
frame fusion is Cognitech Video Investigator, with a few using Detail Explorer.

a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) and (b) are two images from a sequence of a van captured on video. (c)
The result of stabilising the van’s licence plate and then averaging the images.

The process of registering image information together can also be used to produce
mosaic images. The production of mosaic images involves stitching a video sequence
together to produce a panoramic scene reconstruction. This method can be used to
complete a view of a dynamically occluded object.
Another application which frame/image registration has been successfully
implemented from the IMPROOFS research project (See section 7) is in the removal
of distracting background patterns from forensic evidence so that the evidence is
rendered more visible [34]. An example is the image of a fingerprint on a nonperiodic background. The method involves a precise registration of the evidence
image with a control image of the background pattern. A photometric registration
is then required to allow for colour difference between the two images. These
differences may be caused by the lighting environment at time of capture and by the
chemical treatment used to enhance the mark. Once the two images have been
geometrically and photometerically registered a statistical comparison is performed
that compares both images on a pixel-by-pixel basis in order to render a difference
image of the mark (Figure 8). (other digital enhancement techniques are being
employed on marks [35-38])
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 8: An example of removing the non-periodic background from an evidence
mark. The evidence mark (a) is registered geometrically and photometrically to a
sample image of the background (b) before being subtracted (c).
All of the processes described above will modify pixel values in the resultant image
compared to the original value. In changing the pixel values it is important to
ensure, via validation, that no artefacts are introduced into the detail of interest. A
good illustration of the need to validate a process was shown by Geradts work on
super-resolution [39]. Where from preliminary experiments using frame fusion he
found that under certain conditions some known letters in a low-resolution image of
a car registration plate could resemble numbers after processing.
De-multiplexing
A common problem encountered by law enforcement agencies is the difficulty in viewing
or restoring a single camera view from a time-multiplexed video recording from CCTV
system. The proprietary nature of the coding procedure by the multiplexer
manufacturer for identifying the camera usually requires the same make and model to be
used for playback of one camera view at a time. The variety of reported multiplexers in
use makes it difficult for law enforcement agencies to keep a compatible model on hand
during the investigation. There are so-called universal hardware de-multiplexer units
that can de-multiplex approximately 80% of systems. The problem with these units is
keeping up to date with the codes as manufacturers change the coding when updating the
product. Therefore, the recent software de-multiplexing of the digitised video is a more
effective approach. Of the various software approaches the content-based method is the
most common [40-41]. A single frame from the specified view is used as a reference to
which subsequent frames are compared. Frames matching the reference within a
specified similarity threshold are passed on to the de-multiplexed output. Unfortunately,
this approach does not adapt itself well when there is movement in the reference part of
the frame or camera movement. The most recent de-multiplexing software is free of any
threshold difference between camera views, and does not depend on the presence of quiet
zones [41]. The method applies energy minimisation to de-multiplexing which also
compensates for interference noise, local and global motion and contrast changes.
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Image Analysis
Measurements taken from photographs has been the traditional method e.g. ratios,
and scaling, of performing any marks comparison. The introduction of digital
imaging has not changed the nature of the comparison activity. However, it has
enabled the scientist to extract information more easily including other sources of
imagery e.g. video. Computers have also enabled the scientist to extract
measurement information from objects that are not parallel to the camera plane.
The underlying mathematics behind these measurements, or photogrammetry
techniques have been around since the times of Leonardo da Vinci, but digital
technology has made them more accessible. The biggest advance in this particular
forensic area in the last three years has been the ability to visualise and extract
image detail in three-dimensions (3D). The use of 3D for visualising crime scene has
lead to a change in the way information is disseminated in the investigation. In
addition, the 3D acquisition of image detail has been shown to add more weight in a
mark's comparison case. The following section will review the advances in image
measurement and 3D reconstruction in the forensic community.
Photogrammetry
Photogrammetry is the process of obtaining measurements from images. Image
measurements are being used to provide useful information about the course of
events and the size of items and persons in a crime scene. The two most commonly
reported forensic activities that involve photogrammetry are human height analysis
and accident analysis of motor vehicles.
In the case of calculating the height of an unknown individual in an image there are
a number of techniques [41-46] available to aid the scientist, some reported in the
last report. This height information could be used as an alternative means of
providing useful information about the individual. However, any information taken
from an image must be scrutinised for its reliability and then assessed in the context
of the customer's requirements, whether it is for intelligence or corroborative
evidence. In Compton's paper a methodology and procedure for calculating heights
from images in a forensic environment has been presented [47]. To support the
methodology it is recommended that all metrology techniques should be validated
for their reliability and repeatability within the criminal justice system using
appropriate measuring standards where possible. In addition, a standard operating
procedure should also be put in place together with competent operators to ensure
the continuity and integrity of any results. More importantly, the paper highlighted
possible sources of uncertainty in the generic metrology process. These
uncertainties will propagate through the metrology technique and have a significant
effect on the reliability of associating a calculated height to the true static height of
an individual. From experimental results it was found that the most significant
uncertainties were associated to the stance and gait (Figure 9) of the individual in
the image [42, 47-48]. However, these findings need to be substantiated for other
photogrammetry techniques. It is therefore important that the sources of
uncertainty are understood and can be accounted for in the final measurement, this
also includes the calibration uncertainties.
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In addition, knowledge on the uncertainty of any real world measurement must be
known and wherever possible standards should be used to ensure the validity of the
data. It is also worth noticing that the "true" height of a crime suspect also can be
an uncertain value, which is being used for comparison to a height measured from
images. In the worst case, it is even unknown whether this value includes the shoes
or not.

Figure 9: An example of the variation in height when an individual walks.
Within the forensic activity of vehicle accident analysis the reconstruction of events
is of prime importance [49-51]. Therefore, a detailed collection of scene data (such
as, vehicle positions, road marks, and personal injuries) forms the basis for a highquality reconstruction. It is also important, when formulating the physical and
mathematical model of a car, to take into account the fact that many parameters are
not well known when reconstructing the accident. The traditional process of
performing the investigator and testing scenarios was very time consuming using
sketches and calculating figures. In recent years the increase performance of
personal computers has made it possible to use more sophisticated reconstruction or
simulation algorithms to study accidents. Several computer programs have been
developed especially for the calculation of vehicle motion and collisions based on
various physical models. As part of this process photography techniques are being
used. PC-CRASH has been reported [50] to be one the most popular programs with
a world-wide distribution. It uses a kinetic time forward simulation of vehicle
dynamics and combines it with a momentum based collision model; accidents can be
reconstructed, starting from the point reaction to the end position. The final
advantage of this type of software is the ability to reconstruct the accident in 3D
from the calculated results.
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Another forensic activity that has benefited from computing processing is bloodstain
pattern analysis. The main idea is to identify the bloodstains impact directions and
back-project to the source of the blood. The traditional method involved taking
measurements of bloodstains, calculating angles and using string to back-project at
the crime scene. Over the last few years software (Back Track) is now being used to
reconstruct the flight paths of blood droplets and visually produce the result of a
collection of virtual strings that converge towards the location of the source of the
projected blood [52]. The use of this software has resulted in high quality rapid
results and is in routine use in Canada and is currently being validated for use in
the UK.
Image reconstruction
In many industries three-dimensional (3D) information has been used for many
years. 3D computer generated models of scenes (in particular crime scenes) and
objects present complex and diverse information in a visually informative manner
(Figure 10). Consequently, over the last three years law enforcement agencies have
been increasingly developing this technology to assist in the investigation and
presentation of crime scenes and related evidence. From the literature review [5354] it seems that 3D computer modelling, image based modelling and panoramic
imaging are being developed and implemented for use in the Criminal Justice
Systems.
To create a 3D model both measurements (tape measure/laser range finder) and
photographs (digital camera/scanner) need to be acquired from the crime scene. The
operator then uses these measurements to produce a scale representation of the scene,
using textures extracted from the digitised photographs for the object surfaces (3Dstudio
Max / Adobe PhotoShop). The model can then be used for presentation and scenario
testing. There are several police forces and research units (AIMES Research Unit,
University of Nottingham, UK; Virtual Reconstructions Ltd, UK) that are using 3D studio
Max to produce models. This type of reconstruction has been presented in court and used
to aid the visualisation scenes [55-70]. However, there is concern over the power of 3D
models as they can potentially misguide the courts if not used responsibly as they can have
a powerful impact and are often memorable.

Figure 10: A 3D model of a crime scene
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In addition to the 3D reconstruction being used as a visual aid it has been used for
testing scenarios. One such case was the use of 3D modelling to determine whether
a camera could have been concealed using recovered camcorder footage data [71].
Image based modelling works directly from photographs where 3D geometry is
‘pinned’ to shapes in images and like-points are matched between photographs.
Although, a 3D model can be obtained from one photograph, better results are
obtained from multiple photographs. Textures are taken directly from the image. A
3D model created using this approach (in a software package called Canoma) can be
used for briefing and intelligence purposes.
There has been a high occurrence of image based modelling used for crime scene
representation in the USA, particularly accident investigation (using software called
3D Builder Pro / Image Modeller).
Panoramic Imaging involves the use of two fish-eye digital images to create a 360o
spherical representation of the scene that the operator is able to view (using
Panoramic Tools Plug-In for Adobe PhotoShop). The process is very quick and the
resulting images can be sent from the scene to a remote location (Figure 11). This
technique can be used for briefing, court-room presentation and to assist in the
investigation. Queensland Police, Australia, originally used this technology in crime
scene investigation. (note: should add – “IMOVE is a company that is marketing a
6-camera system that creates real-time 360-degree views. Interested parties may
investigate the company at www.imoveinc.com “.)

Figure 11: An example of a panoramic view in 2D form. Several images of the scene
have been stitched together to produce image of the whole room.
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3D reconstruction or modelling is also being used for Face Recognition and
Reconstruction. It is reported that facial reconstruction is being used as a routine
procedure in reconstructing facial detail from skulls or producing a 3D model from
2D images (discussed later). There are several systems and techniques available
that acquire the basic structure from optical laser scanning systems or by
photogrammetry means using multiple image correspondence [72-79]. The main
advantage of computerisation is that it offers a greater potential for easy revision of
images i.e. Identikit, ageing and environmental lighting and the production of a 3D
mugshot, dental comparisons [145-149] and cranofacial reconstruction [150-152].
Several pilot schemes for 3D mughots have been undertaken, in particular by the
Belgian Police. However, the use of 3D faces for comparison has yet to be adopted
world-wide. More detail on facial comparison is covered in the section on person
identification.
A few cases have been reported [82-94] where 3D images have been used for
comparison of mark detail. These cases (fingerprint detail, handwriting, tyre tread)
have used the depth information together with the normal 2D information to
provide extra information and increase the discriminating power of the comparison.
The validity of such comparison is not covered in this report, although there is a
working committee looking at this in Europe (ENFSI 3D working committee). The
limiting factor for the acquisition of 3D traces and marks images is the cost of the
equipment. For such comparison it is necessary to capture detail of 1mm and the
only equipment capable of this are lasers. The cost of 3D laser systems in around
$70,000, this cost restriction is also limiting factor for scene reconstruction
Image Identification
The responsibility for any forensic image interpretation within different
establishments is mixed. In some instances there are dedicated imaging experts who
deal with the technical aspects of the images and also the interpretation of events or
objects in the image. Other organisations draw on a pool of experts from different
forensic areas to interpret and address different aspects in the case. This combined
approach prevents experts straying from their area of expertise.
An illustration of the different types of image interpretation which have been
carried out over the last two years are Expert reports by Klasén [95] and Vector
Data Systems [96] in the WACO investigation and Vorder Bruegge [97] work on
comparing jeans.
Vector Data Systems (VDS) used a host of image processing tools to extract data and
images from video footage taken at the WACO incident. From this data VDS
experts were able to address the questions of when the first visual evidence of firing
appears at a specific building and whether personnel can be seen on the ground. In
addition, VDS supplied external dimensions and orientation of specific buildings
from the video footage.
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Other image interpretation work carried out in the WACO investigation was by
Klasén and Madsen to investigate the flashes seen on the video tapes and to
determine the authentication of the video tapes. The investigation included several
of the analytical methods already discussed in this survey, authentication, image
enhancement, 3D reconstruction, image reconstruction and identification. The video
footage was digitised into three hour uncompressed video sequences and from a
painstaking 3D reconstruction of the geometrical relationship between the sun,
aircraft and the flashes ground position in the period of interest, Klasén found that
they were caused by solar or heat reflections from debris. In order to address the
originality and authenticity of the videotape Madsen analysed the characteristics of
their electrical signals of the videotapes.
As part of any comparison from imagery some form of interpretation is required.
During Vorder Bruegge’s investigation on the photographic identification of a pair
of denim trousers from bank surveillance film, he first had to determine the
reliability of image detail in the photograph. Vorder Bruegge recognises that motion
blur and resolution of the image can be a major factor in causing fine detail to be
absent in the image. Depending on the level of detail recorded it might make it
impossible to make an identification or elimination based on that detail. Once
determining the limitation of the imagery a comparison was made with a recovered
pair of jeans. The comparison looked at the individual identifying characteristics
that are generated in the manufacturing process and during normal wear and tear.
The majority of any image interpretation and comparison activities in law
enforcement establishments are subjective. However, automatic image
interpretation methods are being looked at that produce a more consistent and
repeatable assessment.
Person Identification
There are many ways of identifying an individual and Bertillon was probably the
first to look at the work in a scientifically sound process. Over a hundred years ago
he began to tackle the question of identification through a system that involved
around eleven measurements of the human anatomy. As Bramble explained he
chose those parts of the body that could be measured accurately, however it was
beyond the ability of most police officers to record such measurements with
sufficient accuracy to make the system widely applicable [98]. Another limitation of
his method was that criminals did not leave their measurements behind at a crime
scene unlike fingerprints. This is where things have changed in the intervening
century. The advent of CCTV and surveillance system means criminals are now
leaving a ‘trace’ of their body behind at the scene. As a consequence there are many
research projects which are now looking into identifying individuals by biometric
technologies.
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There are two types main of biometric systems, namely: identification and
verification, with the type of system chosen for a specific purpose would depend on
the information required. An identification system works by asking the question,
‘Who is this individual’, the biometric is compared to a database of known
individuals and an identification is suggested. The performance of such a system is
measured by the number of correct identifications the system produces [99].
Alternatively a verification system checks that an individual is who they claim to be
by comparing the biometric with the known biometric of that person held in a
database. The performance of a verification system is measured in terms of the
number of false acceptances of the identification and the number of false rejections
of the identification [99].
In 1999, the book, ‘Biometrics: Personal Identification in Networked Society’ was
published [100]. This book discusses current work being carried out in the different
areas of biometric research. It also examines the advantages and disadvantages of
each of the types of biometric technologies and discusses whether these techniques
could or should be applied within society. However, over the last three years there
have not been any great advances in the casework activities of identifying and
individual from their recording in an image. This is because in the main the
technology is really only robust enough for security applications at present. The lack
of image capture control within forensic science means that the quality of image is
usually too poor for such systems to perform effectively. The greatest advances have
been in the interpretation of these techniques.
The following section will discuss the impact of digital imaging technology in the
areas of identifying humans images by faces, cranofacial detail, face reconstruction
and other biometrics methods including height and gait.
Therefore, this section will discuss how digital imaging techniques are used in
identification of human remains and to examine injuries, identification of human
images by faces, cranofacial identification and face reconstruction. In addition, it
will cover interpretation issues concerning identification by other biometrics
methods including height and gait.
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Facial Recognition/Identification
The problem of automatic face recognition is a complex task that involves detection
and location of faces in a cluttered background followed by normalisation and
recognition. There has been some interesting research that examined how humans
actually recognise individuals. Bruce and Burton [101-102] have continued their
work in understanding how people recognise one another and found by experiments
that in poor quality images it is through the combination of head, body and clothing
information. More recently, it is noticeable that there are many commercial face
recognition systems (FaceIt, Mandrake, Marlin etc) are being sold around the
world. The systems are based on several different mathematical approaches such as
Principal Component Analysis (Eigenfaces), Component Feature comparison, and
Feedforward Neural Networks [103-109]. Many of these systems and techniques
have been tested using the FERET (Face Recognition Technology) database have
achieved levels of 96% and above. From a review of such techniques Gurin states
that it was impossible for any single currently available approach to achieve 100%
accuracy due to the complexity of the face [110]. In addition, he decided it was
impossible to select a ‘best’ face-recognition method. This is probably why these
systems have limited application within law enforcement and forensic science. The
systems are either set up for one to one matching (verification or authentication) or
one to many matching (identification). In general, both processes compare two faces
and determine a match value. In verification mode a certain confidence level is set
so if the match value exceeds this values the match is successful and identity is
verified. In a one-to-many comparison the systems compute the degree of overlap
between the captured face and those associated with known individuals stored in
database of facial images. It then returns a list of possible individuals ordering
them in diminishing score. From this shortlist an operator will determine whether
or not the individual is present in the database. The shortlist is just used to
minimise the time of the operator looking through the face database. This type of
application for face recognition system is being used by law enforcement as an
intelligence tool. One of the most publicly known schemes is in Newham, London
where they are looking out for known petty crime operators through CCTV to
inform officers on the ground [18].
The limiting factor of the face recognition system in forensic comparison is that
there is no known correlation between the match values and the probability value of
any comparison. Therefore, it is not possible to know if anyone else has a better
match value or how many other faces have similar match values. This problem was
recognised by the Phillips [111-112] of the FERET Program who wrote: "Face
Recognition in a world of billions of people is a difficult problem since researchers
have only a few thousand images of individuals, and only a small number of images
for each individual".
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From the survey it seems that there has been limited advance in the actual
techniques used to compare faces of skulls. There are two basic methods of photocomparison widely used, firstly, a method of matching faces by trial and error [113]
and secondly, the more mathematical approaches [114]. These techniques were
discussed in the previous review so will not be covered again. However, there have
been some pilot schemes where 3D models are compared with 2D photographs. The
Forensic Laboratory of the Netherlands has looked at the positioning of a person or
skull for photo comparison using three-point analyses and one-shot 3-D photograph
[114]. They acquired the 3D images using system developed under the IMPROOFS
project and now marketed by Eyetronics. Another project at the National Research
Institute of Police Scene, Japan has looked at 3D to 2D photo comparison [115]. The
3D model is aligned into the same position as the 2D image. The distance and angle
between predefined selection points on the 2D and 3D images are automatically
measured and a comparison is performed on the point-to-point difference between
both images. However, it is reported that further work (effects of disguised face and
quality of photograph and video images) is required before it is ready for casework.

Figure 12: A 3D model of a face taken using two images and a software package called
‘D me know’
Facial Reconstruction
Within the field of forensic anthropological investigation, there are a number of
techniques being used to determine the personal identification of skeletalised or
semi-skeletalised remains. The most powerful method of identification would be the
comparison of DNA or dental records but when this information is not available
then a range of facial reconstruction techniques have are used. In recent reviews of
all facial reconstruction techniques it appears that the two and three-dimensional
computer-based reconstruction systems have been developed to make the
reconstruction process faster, more flexible and to remove some of the subjectively
and inconsistencies associated with the traditional approaches (illustrative identikit
and 3D clay based reconstruction) [116-121]. It seems that optical laser scanning
capture systems together with several different software packages [122-126] are
used to produce a 3D digitised image.
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The reliability of the reconstruction of tissue onto skull was questioned, as the
accuracy is dependant on the understanding the relationship between the bone and
soft tissues of the face [118]. Without the recognised scientific data there have been
much discussion, controversy and pessimism surrounding facial reconstruction in
the past that has contributed to it failing to make a serious impression on the
forensic community. However, in recent years the availability of new, more
powerful computational resources, combined with ever-increasing quantities of
scientific data has seen the visualisation and analysis of volumetric data emerge as
an important new application of computer graphics. The efficient and accurate
visualisation and interpretation of this data such as volume rendering is currently
under investigation by media and scientific institutions.
Height comparison
The process for calculating a height measurement on a individual from a image has
already been covered in the photogrammetry section. However, the forensic value
of the height measurement depends on the way it is interpreted and also on
background information. It is clear that there are two possible uses of any
calculated measurement, intelligence and comparison purpose. The most common
use of any height measurement in the law enforcement is to provide an estimate
height from measurement obtained from the photogrammetry technique and
consideration for uncertainties (measurement errors, uncertainty in locating points
in image, effects of gait and stance, etc.). This information is often used for
screening and elimination of suspects.
For comparison or evidential purposes Compton [47] explained that it is necessary
to make some sort of comment on the probative relationship between a suspect’s
height (including uncertainties in the real world measurement) and the calculated
measurement (including uncertainties such as process error, effects of gait and
stance). In his paper he presented, through a Bayesian approach, a balanced way of
obtaining the weight of the evidence. This method of interpretation takes into
account two propositions; firstly, that the unknown person in the image is indeed
the known suspect and secondly the alternative proposition that this person in the
image is someone else. In order to do this, knowledge of relevant height population
statistics are required together with the probability distribution of uncertainties.
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Other Biometrics
A biometric is defined as, “using a biological feature or characteristic of an
individual that uniquely identifies them from anyone else” [127]. There have been
several research projects that have looked at the gait as a possible identifying
metric. The term gait analysis is defined as, “ a systematic analysis of locomotion”
[128]. The gait of an individual is a complex system controlled by the motor cortex
of the brain and comprises a process of muscle stimulation resulting in the
appropriate movement of the joints of the body. The pattern of movement
associated with gait is a series of rotational movements of both the upper and lower
limb joints. Movement of the lower limbs provides the locomotion of an individual
whilst movement of the upper limbs and torso provides a weight balanced energy
conserving counterbalance. Thus, when examining gait, the movement of all body
parts should be considered as possible methods of identification between
individuals. A review of identifying through gait analysis was discussed in
Biometrics: Personal Identification in Networked Society’ [129]. The authors
concluded that there is indeed potential for using gait as a biometric recognition
system, however, it is also noted that there are limitations for the use of gait such as
changes in human gait due to clothing, pregnancy, illness or ageing as well as the
limitations imposed by current technology systems. Before gait can be applied to a
forensic situation these limitations need to be identified and studied. Other work
[130-144] has been carried out on using gait to identify individuals and the main
conclusions agree with Nixon et al that more work is required before gait can be a
reliable identifier.
There have been a few unique cases which have gone through courts that have
involved biometrics or anthropometry interpretation. The most publicised cases
involved the identification and conviction of a suspect by his ear print. The topic of
ear prints is a common topic of conversation in the forensic community with several
groups working in the area. However, there has been evidence given in a trial in
England that a suspect was identified from a CCTV image by the fact that he had
bowed legs. It was reported that bowed legs only occurs in 5% of the population.
Pattern recognition
Many areas of forensic science involve pattern recognition such as questioned
documents [158-161], handwriting [162-166] and firearms [167-170]. These areas
have been utilising digital images and computing power to search and compare for
specific characteristics. It is assumed that the development of pattern recognition
techniques in these areas will be covered in their own dedicated Interpol review.
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Database Retrieval
Pattern recognition is the underling mechanism behind database searching, whether it is
by text, content based or shape matching searches [153-155]. Klasén [2] breaks automatic
methods into statistical and learning-based techniques. The main difference between
these two approaches is that statistical interpretation often requires prior knowledge and
that learning based systems require sets of images for training purposes. One example in
use in operational casework is the child pornography database, successfully used by the
Swedish National Police. This database is to be used in cooperation with other European
countries. However, further research is required before image interpretation can move
from a subjective to objective analysis. A review on the early years of Content-Based
Image Retrieval is presented by Smeulders [156]. There is a wealth of forensic databases
being established around the world (discussed in a later section). The concept of content
based image retrieval is being utilised to automate the searching process. An example of
this was presented by Geradts [157] who has been evaluating the effectiveness of several
commercial available and research software packages on a database of logos from drug
tablets. The conclusion from this research was that MPEG-7 provide the optimal results
for speed versus ranking on the hit list.
Other forensic areas that involve levels of pattern recognition are in documents
[158-161], handwriting [162-166] and firearms [167-170]. These areas have been
utilising digital images and computing power to search and compare for specific
characteristics in their evidence type. The development in pattern recognition in
these areas will be covered in their own dedicated Interpol review.
Image Authentication
In the last report Klasén reviewed the forensic methods used for authenticating
analogue video and audio tapes. There were two types of analysis one looking at the
electrical signals on the tape and the other the magnetic fields. The expertise
involved in this activity is in the capturing an image of the electrical or magnetic
signal and then analysing the patterns subjectively for specific characteristics. Since
the last report, the analysis of the characteristics has not changed and is essentially a
pragmatic approach. However there have been some development in the way to
capture the signals. Read [171] presented a new instrument which produces a 2D
image of the magnetic fields on a segment of magnetic audio tape. This process was
a lot quicker and easier than using traditional Ferro Fluids and it also did not
destroy the tape. This concept was taken further by Pappas [172] to produce a
scanning magneto-resistive microscope that allows high resolution imaging (noninvasive) of magnetic tapes and digital media.
With the increase in digital cameras now on the market there are a number of
questions that are being asked about the digital images. Firstly, courts and police
wish to know if the images are original and have not been manipulated (e.g. child
pornography cases) and secondly if they can be associated to particular cameras.
The first question is complex and difficult to answer if there are no significant signs
of manipulation, for instance missed placed objects in image, images stored on
computer contained components of the questioned image, different noise levels
across image and differences in lighting and shadow.
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A new approach for identifying images acquired by particular digital cameras has
been investigated by the Netherlands Forensic Institute and the National Research
Institute of Police Science in Japan [173-174]. Both institutes are jointly looking
together at different methods of examining the cameras to determine if a specific
image has been made with a camera: defects in CCDs, file formats, noise introduced
by the pixel arrays and watermarking in images used by the camera manufacturer.
From this work they have found that there are more visible errors in the pixel
arrays of cheaper cameras but the more expensive cameras have fewer errors.
Further work is required to determine the significance of these errors when
comparing an image with a digital camera.
IMAGE MANAGEMENT
There has been concern within forensic institutions (and wider law enforcement)
arising from the migration from photography to digital over the security, integrity
and continuity of digital images [184-198]. In the UK a project has been set up to
introduce operational guidelines to law enforcement agencies for the handling of
digital images and has recently published a first issue. It is interesting that many of
the questions raised by the introduction of digital cameras were not always
necessarily addressed whilst photography was in use where ‘historic’ practices had
grown up around its use and had not been scrutinised as closely as digital is now. It
would be interesting to see what would have happened if digital was replaced by
photography!
A major concern over digital images has been the fact that the ‘original’ or ‘master’
image is not so easily defined; there is no digital ‘negative’ that neatly corresponds
with a photographic negative. This lack of a physical entity has led to debates over
what is the ‘original’ image and this in turn has led to a lack of clarity over what
needs to be retained as best evidence for the courts. In some cases, the storage media
e.g. CDROM, Flashcard etc., has been retained as it represents the first permanent
record of the image. Others are contemplating the storage of a an identical ‘copy’ of
the first permanently recorded image where this is more practical and relying upon
appropriate operating procedures/technology to ensure an identical (bit-for-bit) and
reliable copy is produced.
If image processing is required, emerging best practice suggests that a bit-for-bit
copy of the ‘original’ or ‘master’ image is produced and this becomes a ‘working
copy’. It is this ‘working copy’ that is used for any subsequent processing or
analysis and an audit trail tracks all changes to the image. The audit trail needs to
be of sufficient detail to replicate the processing carried out. The processed image
may become an item or evidence within the case and requires the standard
approach taken with such entities. In particular, back-up and archiving of images is
required and to date a Write Once/Read Many (WORM) type medium is the
preferred choice. Some institutes are already thinking of Storage Area Networks as
a solution. It is important to consider issues such as mirroring data storage as a
contingency for data loss.
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In the UK the approach by the Criminal Justice System has been less towards the
admissibility of evidence but rather a concentration towards the maximising the
weight of any evidence. Clearly, by having standard operating procedures,
authentication protocols and audit trails it is possible to increase the weight of
digital images, and subsequent analysis, as evidence. It is noted that digital image
analysis is no different to other areas of forensic science where there is considerable
weight given to the integrity of the scientist involved in the work. No system can
replace the need for a person to verify that the original image is a true and accurate
representation of their observation.
Language has also been an issue with digital capture as terms such as original,
primary, master, etc. have yet to have agreed international meaning. Although, the
FBI, ENFSI, FSS and others are attempting to move these issues forward on this
issue through open publication and internal projects [199, 201].
www.theiai.org/swigit/index.HTML
Image files also need to be named on computers and this needs to be thought
through carefully. Alpha-numeric keyboard entry of names is prone to error and
other issues such as name uniqueness need to be addressed. Image file migration is
also a process that needs addressing since the integrity and continuity of the image
content is dependent upon have tight control of procedures and checking.
Wherever digital images are being implemented their management is requiring
institutions to address the needs of their respective Criminal Justice Systems in
particular, the rules of evidence, including: hearsay, disclosure, continuity and
integrity.
At present, fingerprints are alone in having any recognised international standards
for digital capture [193] http://www.eeel.nist.gov/810.02/detection.html. Although,
even with fingerprints this only relates to custody type data that traditionally was
recorded by ink and card. There has been little evidence of any progression on
agreed quality for latent marks where the variation in image content and
visualisation is much wider than inked impressions. Those involved in imaging
fingerprint evidence are also having to take account of the possible requirements for
level 3 detail such as pores. As for other forensic evidence there is still much work to
be done on determining the quality and subsequently the imaging requirements
before standards can be agreed. This will become increasingly important as cooperation between institutes requires the exchange of data.
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Research
In the last review it was shown that digital technology has great potential in the
forensic environment. It was also noted that not many law enforcement agencies had
implemented digital imaging technology into routine casework. Therefore, it is not
surprising that the main research activities in the forensic establishments over the last
3 years has been the evaluation of digital technology and its applicability compared to
traditional photographic techniques. From the survey, it was evident that a wide range
of technologies was being evaluated for use in casework. These technologies were
assessed against acceptance criteria that depended on the user’s requirements (i.e. note
taking, comparison interpretation) which vary between different areas of law
enforcement. However, individual establishments generally undertake the evaluation
and implementation of digital technologies with little evidence of co-operation between
establishments.
Another common research activity has been the development of image databases.
There are a wide range of databases being produced (documents, drugs, firearms)
some independently and some (inter)-nationally. The most common national
databases are fingerprints and shoemarks.
The largest research project to involve representatives from law enforcement
(FSS,UK & NICC, Belgium) and academia (Oxford University,UK; KUL, Belgium;
INRIA, France; & KTH, Sweden), in the last report, was the European Esprit
project IMPROOFS (IMage PROcessing Operations for Forensic Support). The
IMPROOFS project aimed at helping police forces and other parties concerned (e.g.
the defence) draw the maximum out of image data (mainly CCTV footage). The
project finished in November 2000 and the results can be seen at
www.esat.kuleuven.ac.be/~konijn/improofs.html.
In summary, the project was looking to develop tools in the following areas; image
enhancement and restoration, metrology and person identification.
In the area of image enhancement and restoration a range of image
enhancement and restoration tools which tackle the problem of restoring
noisy and blurred scalar images and sequence of images. A method for
removing distracting patterns from forensic evidence was also implemented
to render evidence marks more visible [34].
A successful method for obtaining height measurement from single images
was aslo developed, which was based on projective geometry. This method
was shown at the International Society of Optical Engineering Conference on
Investigative and Trial Image Processing in Boston, 1998 [44]. In addition, to
the single view metrology tool a multiple view metrology tool was produced.
These prototype tools enables distances to be measured between two points
and for the 3D reconstruction of scenes.
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In the field of person identification one-shot active 3D-acquistion technology to
capture facial shapes was used to produce 3D mugshots of individuals. The 3D
mugshots could then be adapted for pose and illumination to conditions under
which an offender has been observed by a surveillance camera. Experiments on
recognition of faces based on their 3D descriptions were also carried out.
The project also looked at gait analysis. Here three complementary methods were
investigated. Two used purely 2D data and the third approached the problem by
fitting an underlying 3D-body model. The most successful method involve the
identification of working people using view consistency constraints and could
identify x of 10 individuals [144]. However, more research is required to address
the issue of robust determination of personal identify from gait.
In the field of human identification a lot of work is being carried out on facial
identification/recognition system. The result of this research has lead over the last
two years to range of commercial security systems involving facial recognition on
the market. Even though these systems may not be suitable for forensic use at the
present moment, the research & developments in this area are a step towards the
demands of the forensic science. HISCORE is one of these projects; HISCORE,
High Speed 3D Colour Interface to Real World, is a European project aiming to
development and validation of a leading edge 3D and colour subsystem based on ofthe-shelf CCTV camera and projects. The technology developed in HISCORE will
be applied to two main application areas: face recognition (for security purposes)
and gesture recognition. In the face recognition aspect they are looking to establish
a more reliable method of identifying individuals by using the extra information
captured in 3D compared to the standard 2D images. For more details refer to
http://www.softeco.it/english/servizi/hiscore_www.html.
Another organisation that is looking at identification of Humans is the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in their project Human ID at a Distance. The
objectives are to develop an automated multi-modal surveillance technology for
identifying humans at distance as an enable for protection and early warning against
threats. The goals of the program are to identify humans, using multiple biometrics
modes. Furthermore, the system will operate at all times, day or night, during all
weather conditions, with a probability of correct identification of 0.99, a probability of
false alarms of 10-3 and a gallery size up to 106. Identification would be possible on
uncooperative subjects, possibly in disguise, alone or in groups, and automatically create
folders for collecting data on repeat visitors. For more details on this project refer to
http://dtsn.darpa.mil/iso/
Visual surveillance research is focussed on three key applications: intelligent
alarming through motion detection and event classification; smart tracking
assistants for control rooms capable of target acquisition and automatic tracking;
and intelligent description, storage and querying of events within monitored scenes
for incident reconstruction. There are several Universities and conferences [179,
182] looking into this area Kingston University and Bristol University in the UK are
just two. In addition there is a European project called PREMATICA which is also
working in this field.
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Intelligent Alarming : Robust real time event detection and tracking software
generate events descriptions (colour, projected area, 2D and 3D trajectory)
which employed to classify both event type and event behaviour in monitored
domains such as car-parks. Particular emphasis is placed on learning to
enable systems to automatically adapt system parameters for ease of
installation and maintenance.
Smart Tracking Assistants : Development of tools that automatically detects,
evaluates and prompts security staff with targets. Selected targets are
automatically tracked and framed. Vehicle classification software capable of
classifying vehicles into common types e.g. hatchback, transit, bus, etc.
Vigilant : Information system capable of real-time efficient storage of events
occurring within a monitored scene. Scheduled classification tools process
stored events to generate chromatic, event-type, and trajectory information
to enable untrained security operators to generate complex human-centric
queries for video-data based on content.
Other areas of research where collaboration has taken place is in the authentication
or identification of images acquired from digital cameras. The Netherlands
Forensic Institute and the National Research Institute of Police Science in Japan
have been looking into different methods of examining a camera for determining if a
specific digital image has been produced by it [143-144]. These methods include
effect of CCD defects, file formats, noise introduced by the pixel arrays and
watermarking in images used by the camera manufacturer.
Working Groups
Over the last few years a number of working groups have been established that are
focussed on digital images, namely European Network of Forensic Institutes
(ENFSI) Digital Imaging Working Group, Scientific Working Group on Imaging
Technologies, FBI, USA, Digital Imaging in the Criminal Justice System – policing
issues, Police Scientific Research and Development Branch, Home Office, UK, SPIE
Investigative Image Processing Technical Group, USA [199-204].
In the UK there has been a response published by the Government to the House of
Lords Report on Digital Images as Evidence that has been forwarded to the Home
Office to lead on. This has resulted in a 3year project looking at delivering standard
procedures to maximise the integrity of digital images captured within law enforcement
agencies. A draft of the procedures was issued in June 2001 and is subject to revised
editions.
The British Standards Institute (BSI) has published guidelines on evidence stored
electronically and a sister compliance document [197].
An on-line draft set of procedures has also been published by Scientific Working
Group on Imaging Technologies [198].
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FUTURE REQUIREMENTS
The future is always difficult to predict and in such a fast moving technology as
digital image analysis this is particularly so. Nevertheless, there are some key areas
of work that will certainly progress such as establishing robust procedures for
ensuring the integrity and continuity of digital images and image processing.
Alongside these processes there is a need for defined competencies and quality
assurance for both people and systems involved in this area of forensic science. The
emergence of standard operating procedures will allow for best practice to be
established.
The convergence of information and communication technologies will see an
increase in digital images as a file type on mobile phones, Personal Digital
Assistants, computers, and the Internet. This will see an increase in the number of
images submitted as evidence for forensic analysis and will drive the requirements
for more demanding signal processing methods than are currently available.
If the quality of data captured digitally is ever going to be suitable for forensic
analysis then standards will need to be set for the capture of traditional evidence
such as footwear, toolmarks, handwriting, etc. As more and more evidence is
captured this way there will be a drive to use computers to analyse the data. This
will be a major area of research in the coming years. As International Standards
emerge there will be the ability for data exchange and more opportunity for rapid
database growth.
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Appendix A – Questionnaire Search of Information
In order to determine the advances in image analysis since 1998 a request was made
to 246 law enforcement agencies requesting information on the following:
 Technologies and Activities
 Please provide a summary on any casework activities that have progressed
from traditional photographic to digital imaging e.g. crime scenes, footwear,
fingerprints, etc. We also require a brief description on casework activities
where images constitute the primary evidence e.g. Video, Image
authentication, pornography, etc. For all of the activities please include
details on any image processing applied to image data, technical equipment,
and software used.
 Images as Evidence in the Criminal Justice System
Could you provide a brief description of any issues images have presented to
your criminal justice system, such as authentication of digital images, presenting
evidence in courts. We would also be interested to know if your government is
taking any steps to legislate or review the use of new imaging technologies in law
enforcement?
Could you also give details of any protocols you may have implemented to
ensure the admissibility or maximise the value of images as evidence in court.
 Research Activities
We are interested in any research projects that your organisation is involved in
that relate to imaging technologies.
 Issues
Please provide details of outstanding issues relating to imaging technology that
you feel still need to be resolved.
In order to capture the above information, we supplied a Questionnaire
(Questionnaire A) for guidance. A second questionnaire was also supplied
(Questionnaire B) to capture an overview of the prominence of digital imaging
technologies in forensic activities.
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Distributions of Questionnaire
The questionnaires were sent to 246 law enforcement institutions with 30 replies. A
breakdown of the distribution of questionnaire and replies can be seen in Table A.1
Regions
Europe
USA
Other Americas
Asia
Australasia
Africa

Sent
75
128
18
14
11
0

Replies
19
6
0
1
4
0

Table A1 : A breakdown of the distribution and responses of questionnaires sent to law
enforcement institutions.
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Summary of Responses
Laboratory or Institution
Forensic Imaging Unit
Western Australia Police
Service,
East Perth
AUSTRALIA
Fingerprint Bureau
Western Australia Police
Service,
East Perth
AUSTRALIA
Ballistics Section
Western Australia Police
Service,
East Perth
AUSTRALIA
Forensic Science Service
Tasmania
Newtown
Tasmania
AUSTRALIA
National Institut voor
Criminalistiek en Criminolgie,
Brussel,
BELGIUM
Criminal Technique
Department
Forensic Institute
Zagreb
CROATIA
Institute of Criminalistics
Prague
CZECH REPULBIC
Forensic Division
International Relations
Copenhagen
DENMARK
Gendarmerie National Insitut
de Recherche Criminelle,
Cedex
FRANCE0

Casework Methods,
Activities.
Digital Identity fits
Digital Identification
boards
Photographic Database
3D reconstruction
(RTA)
Transmission of images
Digital capture of
fingerprints
Digital image
enhancement,
Transmission of images
Digital Photography
Digital Image Capture.
Transmission of images

Research Activities

Digital Photography
(note keeping)

Digital capture (video)
Image enhancement

IMPROOFS, 3D
comparison

Digital capture (note
keeping)
Video processing
Comparison (docs)
Digital Photography
Digital image
enhancement
Photogrammetry
Digital Capture
(Fingermark,
shoemarks)
Digital Comparison
Video and Image
Processing
Image Enhancement
Photogrammety
Object Recognition
Comparison
Image Databases
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Laboratoire d’Analyse et de
Traitement de Signal
Ministry of Interieur
Cedex
FRANCE
Department of Forensic
Medicine
Szeged
HUNGARY
Division of Identification and
Forensic Science,
Israel Police,
ISRAEL

National Research Institute of
Police Science
Chiba
JAPAN

Netherlands Forensic
Institute,
Rijswijk
NETHERLANDS

National Criminal
Investigation Service,
Oslo
NORWAY
Forensic Science Laboratory
Ministry of the Interior
Ljubljana
Slovenia
Comisaria General de Policia
Departamento de
Audiovisuales
SPAIN

Transmission of
fingerprints
Video Processing
Video & Image
Enhancement
Facial Comparison
Video authentication
Digital Photography,
Video capture
Facial Comparison

3D Facial
Comparison

Road Traffic
Accident
reconstruction

Digital Capture
(Fngermarks,
shoemarks, firearms,
RTA)
Image Enhancement
Image Comparison
Image Databases
Digital
capture/photography
Image analysis,
Image enhancement
Pattern recognition
facial comparison
Firearm landmark
database
Digital capture
Video and image
enhancement
Photogrammetry
3D reconstruction
image databases
image comparison
Camera identification
Digital photography
Digital capture
(fingerprints)
Image enhancement
Image Comparison
Transmission of images
Digital capture
(documents and
ballistics)
Digital Capture (crime
scenes)
Digital Video
Processing
Image Enhancement
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3D reconstruction
gait analysis
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identification
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(drugs,
firarmes/shoeprints)
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Comisaria General de Policia
Cientifica
SPAIN
Comisaria General de Policia
Cientifica, Seccion de
Fotografia
Madrid
SPAIN
The National Laboratory of
Forensic Science,
Linkoping
SWEDEN
Zurich Canton Police
Zurich
SWITZERLAND

Digital Image Research
Centre
Kingston University
Kingston
UNITED KINGDOM
Forensic Science Service
London
UNTED KINGDOM

Digital Photography
Identification
Digital Capture
(Fingerprints, crime
scenes)
Image Enhancement
Image database
(offenders)
Digital capture (video)
Video and image
enhancement,
Photogrammetry

Facial
Reconstruction

Digital capture
Image compression
and security
Image enhancement
and restoration
Photogrammetry

Digital
Capture/Photography
(scene and lab)
Image Databases
Video Processing
Scene Reconstruction
Image Processing
Visual Surveillance
Intelligent Alarming
2D/3D tracking
Digital Capture (note
keeping, record
photography, video),
Video processing
Video & Image
Enhancement
Photogrammetry
Video Comparison
3D reconstruction
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(photogrammetry,
enhancement and
identification),
Digital capture/
transmission and
processing at crime
scenes
Image databases
(shoeprints, firearms,
drugs)
Image comparison
(shoeprints)
Human Identification
(heights, gait and
faces)
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US Postal inspection Service
Dulles
USA

NCIS Regional Forensic
Laboratory
Norfolk
USA
Forensic Consultant Services
Fort Worth
USA
Division of Forensic Sciences
DECATUR
USA

Jo Co Criminalistics Lab
Mission
USA

Digital Photography –
record, note taking
Digital Capture (video
and documents)
Image Enhancement
Image Measurements
Comparison
Image Database
Image Transmission
Digital capture
(fingerprints)
Comparison of
Digital Capture
photography and
(fingermarks and
digital data
video)
Image databases
Transmission of images
Digital Photography
Digital capture
(documents, shoemarks,
firearms and drugs)
Databases
Image Transmission
Digital Photography
(Lab and crime scene)
Facial
Identification/comparis
on

Table A2 : A summary of the image analysis activities in law enforcement institution
that replied to questionnaire.
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Questionnaire A
Exchange of General Information on Forensic Imaging Technologies.
Institution, name and address

Contact Person :
Phone number :
Fax Number :
Email :
Web Site Address:
Casework Activities, a brief description of all activities involving imaging
technologies :

Planned Development for casework, a brief description of activities currently
under development:

Research activities, a brief description of each activities :

Special cases, if possible brief description of any special/first time cases :

Experience in giving evidence in court (especially digital), if possible brief
description of questions asked :

Training, a brief description of any associated technical/forensic training
programmes for people working with imaging technology:

Issues, what is your most important unresolved issue relating to Forensic
Imaging Technology.
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Details of specific Forensic Activities using Imaging Technologies.
(one form per method)
Contact Person :
Forensic Laboratory or Forensic
research Institution, name and address Phone number :
Fax Number :
Email :
Casework activity, a brief description of activity:
Activity Output, a brief description of what is delivered and to whom.
Laboratory equipment, a brief description of systems and software used :
Quality, a description of any associated quality controls, protocols, assurance etc.
with the above activity
Reports / Publications, any (un)published papers related to the above method :
Validation and Competency, a brief description of validation and any standards
employed. In additions any competency criteria adopted for operators.
Value, please give a short description of numbers of cases, workload, general
advantages, time saving, improved value of forensic evidence etc :

Court experiences, please indicate number times this methods evidence has been
given in court and any relevant experiences :
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Details of any relevant Research projects
(one form per project)
Contact Person :
Forensic Laboratory or Forensic
research Institution, name and address Phone number :
Fax Number :
Email :
Forensic research project, a brief description of project :

Laboratory equipment, a brief description of systems and software used :

Publications related to the above method :

Expected Implementation, please indicate expected implementation into
casework together with any critical factors.
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Collaboration and funding, please given details of any partners involved and
source of funding :

Information on Issues concerning the Criminal Justice System
Forensic Laboratory or Forensic
research Institution, name and address

Contact Person :
Phone number :
Fax Number :
Email :

Government Legislation, a brief description of any legislation:

Guidelines, a brief description of any known working groups or organisation
that are producing guidelines :
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Admissibility, a brief description of any protocols used to ensure admissibility of
evidence in your CJS :

CJS Experiences, a brief description of any unusual experiences giving evidence
in your
CJS :
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Digital Imaging Technologies (DIT) Contributions to
Forensic or Law Enforcement Activities
Graph

Scientific
Photography
General
Photography for
casenotes
CCTV (video)
Surveillance
Authentication
Computer Crime
Finger marks - Lab
Finger marks Scene
Footwear marks Lab
Footwear marks scene
Personal
Identification –
Facial
Personal
Identification –

Forensic or Law
Enforcement
Activities

Forensic Image Analysis

Digital Camera
>3 Mega pixels
Digital Camera
<3 Mega Pixels
DIT involvement
(Please tick)

Digital Imaging Technologies (DIT)
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Transmission of
Images Transmission of
Images Image Databases

Pattern
Recognition
Computer aided
Comparison
Visual Comparison
Software
Panoramic/Mosaic
Software
3D Reconstruction
Software
Measurement Absolutes
Measurement Ratios
Enhancement Non Linear
Enhancement Linear
Microscopy
Frame Grabbers
Video Frame

3D Scanners

2D Scanners

Other - Brief
description of
any other
technology

Anthropometry
Road Traffic
Accidents
Fire Investigation
Documents
Firearms
Drugs
Crime Scenes
Training
Court Room

Forensic Image Analysis
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Forensic Image Analysis

DIT Output
Who
interpre
ts the
output

Quality of DIT
Output

Validation

Analytic
al
method

Operator Crimin
Competen Justice
cy
System

Protocol for
ensure
admissibility
Competency
Testing

Training
Programmes
In house

InterLaboratory
International
Standards
Quality

Standard
Operating
Procedures
Quality
Assurance
Subjective
Analysis
Objective
Analysis
Forensic
Expert
Imaging
Expert

Scientific
Photography
General
Photography
CCTV (video)
Surveillance
Authentication
Computer Crime
Finger marks - Lab
Finger marks Scene
Footwear marks Lab
Footwear marks scene
Personal
Identification Facial
Personal
Identification Anthropology
Road Traffic
Accidents
Fire Investigation
Documents
Firearms
Drugs
Crime Scenes

DIT involvement
(Please tick)

Forensic or Law
Enforcement
Activities
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